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Introductory Thoughts on Wearing the Cross & Other Symbols of Belief 

 

For the Latter-day Saints, wearing the cross is not popular. It is certainly not 

forbidden however. President Hinckley explained that the main way saints share 

their faith is by the way they live. This is a terrific message and very true. We all 

know people who wear crosses or have tattooed crosses whose lives have very 

little to do with the Christian lifestyle. To each their own, but remember that the 

choices you make speak much louder than the messages you promote.  

That said, we can also promote messages with symbols and short messages, and 

much good can come of such. We are aware that a loud minority can shape a 

culture. It has been said that when we do and say nothing in the face of evil, we 

are letting evil prevail. For every gay pride flag, there are 100 quiet Christians 

who oppose such things, yet say nothing. Let them fly a flag of their own! 

Though not required, what a powerful tool these little messages can be! Let it be 

known that in your house, and your town, we serve the Lord! 

 

 

Fly Flags 

 

Flags:  

I’ve seen some version of these flags for sale, and recommend flying them 

from your home or even vehicle, etc. I’ve found them on Amazon, etc.  

 

1. The ten commandments (I’ve seen one of these in stone tablet 

image form in English; I have yet to find one with Hebrew letters) 

2. Israel  
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3. Kingdom of God (this is the flag which used to be used but The 

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, originally used on 

Ensign peak.) (I’m not sure where to find this flag, let me know if 

you find it.) 

4. Flags of your genealogical heritage 

5. Don’t Tread on Me 

6. Come and Take It (2nd amendment advocacy) 

7. Constitution Party (haven’t found one of these yet, you may have 

to make it on your own) 

8. US Constitution Preamble  

9. Dove with Olive Branch (a biblical symbol of peace) 

10. Moroni’s Title of Liberty (“In memory of our God, our religion, 

and freedom, and our peace, our wives, and our children”) (this 

flag was used to rally the righteous in a battle of ancient America 

as found in The Book of Mormon) 

 

Note: NOT the rainbow, this symbol, originally indicating God’s covenant 

relationship with the righteous, has been usurped as a symbol of rebellion 

against Gods laws. 
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Here is the Pro Life flag along side the Captain Moroni flag:

 

Slogans Topic: Science & Religion 

 

MSRA: Make Science Religious Again 

Evolution is Fake News 

 

Young Earth Creationist 

 

Creation Science Teacher 

 

Science Teachers for Young Earth Creation 

 

Thousands not Millions (dinosaurs) 

 

Thousands not billions (earth with birthday hat) 
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Evolution is Fake News 

 

No Monkeys in My Family Tree 

 

[Dinosaurs seeing Noah’s arc leave,] “Shoot, was that today?”  

 

Leave the Scientific Dark Age: Thow Out Evolution 

 

Evolutionary Theory is a Scientific Dark Age  

 

In the beginning, GOD  

 

No Bill Nye, God Rules  

 

 

Slogans Topic: Health & Nutrition 

 

Runners high: still legal in all 50 states 

 

Not running sucks  
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Veggie Power 

 

Eating Still Making You SAD? Ditch the Standard American Diet 

 

How can we run and not be weary, walk and not faint, if we never walk, 

and we never run? 

 

VAERS.hhs.gov Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System  

 

"WFPB seeth not as Keto seeth; for Keto looketh on the outward 

appearance, but WFPB looketh on the heart." 

–Apocryplant 16:7 

 

I eat plants. 

 

Plants: the source of all protein. 

 

The whiter the bread, the sooner you're dead. 

 

Fruit: Nature's Desert 

 

Got Plants? 

 

Greener the Leaner 

 

Eat Magic (pic of greens) (source: Dr. Fuhrman) 

 

Nutrition 101: Plants 

 

Lean, Green, Plant-Powered Machine 

 

D&C 89: Read it Again, Slowly This Time 

 

Powered by Plants 

http://vaers.hhs.gov/
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Eat the Rainbow 

 

Eat to Live, Don't Live to Eat 

 

Fiber-Fueled 

 

Natural Immunity is Colorful 

 

Hard Core Carbivore 

 

Body by W.O.W. 

 

(Special thanks to Jason Jenkins for many of these slogans!) 

 

Cows: Not Your Mom, Not Your Milk 

 

Eden was vegan Gen 1:29 

 

Gen 1:29 quote 
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Slogans Topic: Family, Parenthood, Feminism, Abortion 

 

Here is the Pro Life flag along side the Captain Moroni flag:

 

 

 

 

Coexist (pregnancy) 
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Children rule over their parents: These are the last days / The last days are 

now 

 

Modest isn't hottest, but its the right thing to do / but its sustainable social 

infrastructure  

 

BYU Family Life Science 

 

Utah Foster Care: Someone's Waiting For You 

 

– True Feminism: Raising a Child is as Difficult as Any Corporate 

Position 

 

-The Fetus isn’t a CHOICE, It’s a HUMAN BEING 

 

-Abortion? Whatever happened to “Coexist”? 

 

-Abortion? Let the Baby Decide   

 

-Leading Cause of Death: ABORTION  

-Abortion: They never saw it Comin’ 
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-Once I Was A Stranger: Become a Foster Parent  

 

–“Marriage between a man and a woman is ordained of God” The Church 

of Jesus Christ Of Latter-day Saints 

 

-“[Motherhood] is not something to do if you can squeeze the time in. It is 

what God gave you time for.” Neil Andersen 

 

-Heaven Is Structured In Families D&C 130:2 

 

-Temple Marriage: Not “Till Death Do You Part” The Perfection of 

Romance 

 

-“The ultimate purpose of every teaching, every activity in the Church is 

that parents and their children are happy at home, sealed in an eternal 

marriage, and linked to their generations.” Boyd K Packer 

 

-“No Other Success Can Compensate for Failure in the Home” David O. 

McKay 

 

-The life of man, his exaltation entire, is to swirl around his spouse, to 

praise her and admire. 

 

Parenthood: May the persuasion be with you 

Yes they’re all mine, and it’s no picnic 

Homeschool Bus 

[stick figure family] 
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Coexist: Pregnancy  

Heaven is Structured in Families (D&C 130:2) 

 

Favorite Pro-Life T-Shirts 
 

March For Pro Life Anti Abortion Walk Movement T-Shirt (amazon.com) 

(Unborn Lives Matter) 

Pro Life Definition Radical Idea Babies Are People T-Shirt (amazon.com) 

Pro Life Pro God Pro Gun Conservative T-Shirt T-Shirt (amazon.com) 

Amazon.com: Pro Life Shirt Unborn Anti-Abortion Gift T-Shirt : Clothing, 

Shoes & Jewelry (Speak up for those who cannot speak for themselves) 

Amazon.com: It's A Beautiful Day To Save Babies, Pro Life T-Shirt : Clothing, 

Shoes & Jewelry 

Amazon.com: Womens Funny Pro Life T-Shirt : Clothing, Shoes & Jewelry (I 

support a woman’s right to be born) 

Amazon.com: Unplanned Pregnancy Jesus & Mary Pro-Life Faith T-Shirt : 

Clothing, Shoes & Jewelry (Our salvation began with an unplanned pregnancy)  

Amazon.com: What About Her Choice - Unborn Pro-Life Anti-Abortion T-Shirt 

: Clothing, Shoes & Jewelry  

 

https://www.amazon.com/March-Life-Abortion-Movement-T-Shirt/dp/B07M81JD1W/ref=sr_1_15?crid=19JJRFK3H68BD&keywords=pro+life+shirt&qid=1679783463&sprefix=pro+life+shir%2Caps%2C139&sr=8-15
https://www.amazon.com/Pro-Life-Definition-Radical-T-Shirt/dp/B07DN8BYNW/ref=sr_1_3?crid=19JJRFK3H68BD&keywords=pro+life+shirt&qid=1679783463&sprefix=pro+life+shir%2Caps%2C139&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.com/Pro-Life-God-Conservative-T-Shirt/dp/B07MP7WDHR/ref=sr_1_1?crid=19JJRFK3H68BD&keywords=pro+life+shirt&qid=1679783463&sprefix=pro+life+shir%2Caps%2C139&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Life-Shirt-Unborn-Anti-Abortion-Gift/dp/B07Z4J2YJR/ref=sr_1_7?crid=19JJRFK3H68BD&keywords=pro+life+shirt&qid=1679783463&sprefix=pro+life+shir%2Caps%2C139&sr=8-7
https://www.amazon.com/Life-Shirt-Unborn-Anti-Abortion-Gift/dp/B07Z4J2YJR/ref=sr_1_7?crid=19JJRFK3H68BD&keywords=pro+life+shirt&qid=1679783463&sprefix=pro+life+shir%2Caps%2C139&sr=8-7
https://www.amazon.com/Beautiful-Babies-Pro-Life-T-Shirt/dp/B0B54MBF75/ref=sr_1_8?crid=19JJRFK3H68BD&keywords=pro+life+shirt&qid=1679783463&sprefix=pro+life+shir%2Caps%2C139&sr=8-8
https://www.amazon.com/Beautiful-Babies-Pro-Life-T-Shirt/dp/B0B54MBF75/ref=sr_1_8?crid=19JJRFK3H68BD&keywords=pro+life+shirt&qid=1679783463&sprefix=pro+life+shir%2Caps%2C139&sr=8-8
https://www.amazon.com/Funny-Pro-Life-sarcastic-Feminist/dp/B0B2PDHK5M/ref=sr_1_12?crid=19JJRFK3H68BD&keywords=pro+life+shirt&qid=1679783463&sprefix=pro+life+shir%2Caps%2C139&sr=8-12
https://www.amazon.com/Unplanned-Pregnancy-Jesus-Pro-Life-T-Shirt/dp/B084TT51HN/ref=sr_1_13?crid=19JJRFK3H68BD&keywords=pro+life+shirt&qid=1679783463&sprefix=pro+life+shir%2Caps%2C139&sr=8-13
https://www.amazon.com/Unplanned-Pregnancy-Jesus-Pro-Life-T-Shirt/dp/B084TT51HN/ref=sr_1_13?crid=19JJRFK3H68BD&keywords=pro+life+shirt&qid=1679783463&sprefix=pro+life+shir%2Caps%2C139&sr=8-13
https://www.amazon.com/What-About-Her-Choice-Anti-Abortion/dp/B09MSDDM78/ref=sr_1_18?crid=19JJRFK3H68BD&keywords=pro+life+shirt&qid=1679783463&sprefix=pro+life+shir%2Caps%2C139&sr=8-18
https://www.amazon.com/What-About-Her-Choice-Anti-Abortion/dp/B09MSDDM78/ref=sr_1_18?crid=19JJRFK3H68BD&keywords=pro+life+shirt&qid=1679783463&sprefix=pro+life+shir%2Caps%2C139&sr=8-18
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Pro-Life Meme 

 

 

Slogan Topic: Gender 
 

 

God wants his rainbow back (Gen. ___) 

 

The Lord promised to never send another flood but he made no guarantees 

about the fire 

 

The rainbow is God's sign that the floods won't return, and that the fire will 

 

Don’t Be The Change – Be The Constant 

Rainbow and boat picture: and you thought the flood was bad .. 

Or 

About time for another reset... 

 

Feminine not Feminist 
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Slogans Topic: Stick Families for your Vehicle 

 

Stick families are a fun way to promote pro-life pro-family and 

other important views. They are a series of stickers (or magnets) that go on 

the back of a car, one for each family member, typically larger for adults, 

and some differentiator for males and females. Sometimes pets are 

included. Really anything you chose to do is good as it testifies of the 

importance of family. Some chose to do this in a more playful way, others 

in more formal ways.  

 

Here are some ideas: 

 

Normal stick figures 

Crosses 
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Angel Moroni’s 

People in formal dress 

Ballet dancers 

Jesus Fish (these were used anciently by undercover heavily persecuted 

Christians; a believer would trace out half the fish, if another person was 

also a believer he would complete the fish tracing, this was the sign) 

Books, or figures holding books 

Favorite animals of each member 

Figures of present family members, with another section of “Forthcoming 

members” followed by a long line of people, indicating the desire for a 

large family! 

Angel figures 

Some symbol of your religious faith 

Jewish stars of David 

Missionary name tags 

Prophets & prophetesses  

A long dinner table with the 2 parents at either side, children in the middle 

Science or math equations / symbols 

Hands praying 

Figures lifting weights 

Barns 

Figures on horses 

Cathedrals 

Churches 

Planets 

Stars 

Musical Instruments 

Work Tools 

 

 

 

- Profile of a modest woman reading: this is to fight the nude woman 

profile image which other vehicles use, showing there’s more to woman 
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than the body. Too many women are mistreated, not recognized as 

intelligent and divine as they are: 

 

 

Slogans Topic: Modesty & Beauty 

 

 
 

 

-Modest Isn’t Hottest, But It’s The Right Thing To Do 

-Modesty: Hiding the Body to Reveal Character 

-Modest: Veiling the Power Within  

-Sustainable Societies Wear Clothes!  

 

- Profile of a modest woman reading: this is to fight the nude woman 

profile image which other vehicles use, showing there’s more to woman 

than the body. Too many women are mistreated, not recognized as 

intelligent and divine as they are: 
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-Though masters of different art, we ne’er have need to part 

-Beauty is the Essence of Zion! (Ps. 150:2) 

-“No amount of time in front of the mirror will make you as attractive as 

having the Holy Ghost with you.” -Sheri Dew 

-“Every man and woman that reaches to this unspeakable attainment 

(exaltation) will be as beautiful as the angels that surround the throne of 

God.” Brigham Young 

– Devolution: Generation Yoga Pants 

-Express Yourself by Action, Not Trendiness 

-Tattoos don’t leave your mark on the world, they leave the worlds mark 

on you 

-God defines beauty as a thing being in the state in which he created it. 

-“They make you look uncomely (unpleasant, unattractive), to see your 

dresses drawn around you, showing your form.” Brigham Young 

–What were the last days like my father, before the end of days? Well son, 

People stopped wearing pants! 

-Stop the Yoga Pants Revolution! For God’s Sake Sister, Cover That Up! 

Wrong Place, Wrong Time. 
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-It’s not that I don’t fit the dress, the dress doesn’t fit me. 

 

 

 

 

Slogans Topic: Education, Academics 

 

 

Homeschooling for Zion 

 

Goodbye big brother, we homeschool 

 

I homeschool because I've seen the village and I don't want it raising my 

children! (Some say this one’s a bit too divisive, you decide) 

 

"It would be just as bad for the government to control schools as it would 

to control churches" 

a founding father 

 

"Learning never exhausts the mind." Leonardo Da Vinci 

 

Since life is short & man is frail, let tongue alive his tale to tell. 

 

Do a Biblical Hebrew Minor at BYU 

 

 

 

 

Slogans Topic: Restoration & Religion 
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Mission shirts, cougar creations had a thing on it, there's a website with multiple 

shirts for each mission 

 

Doin time in the telestial world 

 

Womens Ephraim Twelve 12 Tribes Israel Bull Bible Jewish Christian V-Neck 

T-Shirt https://a.co/d/7GV77v0 

This one’s in Hebrew: Ephraim Twelve 12 Tribes Israel Bull Bible Jewish 

Christian T-Shirt https://a.co/d/6sw2jhE 

 

 

Prophet: What are you guys doing? Babylonians: "Baalin' it up" 

 

There's Only One Hill Cumorah 

 

-“Communism is Satan’s counterfeit for the gospel plan” Marion G. 

Romney 

 

-“Spiritual impressions I’ve received about you lead me to believe that the 

term Millennial may actually be perfect for you.” Russell M. Nelson, 2016 

 

-“If we are to build that Zion of which the prophets have spoken and of 

which the Lord has given mighty promise, we must set aside our 

consuming selfishness.” Gordon B. Hinckley 

 

Joseph Will Return 

Take Me to Zion, Joseph!  

Priesthood: May The Persuasion Be With You 

 

https://a.co/d/7GV77v0
https://a.co/d/6sw2jhE
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Next year in New Jerusalem 

 

Holiness to the Lord  

 

Urim & Thummim, Not Seer Stone! -Joseph Smith Foundation 

Keep Brigham in Brigham Young University  

The Book of Mormon Settles Bible Debates 

 

You’re Gonna Wish You Read The Book of Mormon  
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- “There is a grand distinction between the actual meaning of the prophets 

and the present translation…My soul delighteth in reading the word of the 

Lord in the original” -Joseph Smith 

 

-Prayer Changes Things 

 

-“Jesus Christ is The Source of Every Blessing We Receive.” -Henry B. 

Eyring 

 

-“No amount of time in front of the mirror will make you as attractive as 

having the Holy Ghost with you.” -Sheri Dew 

-“Noah Came Before The Flood. I Have Come Before The Fire.” –Joseph 

Smith 

 

-“But as oft as they repented and sought forgiveness, with real intent, they 

were forgiven.” –Moroni 6:8 
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– Jesus Christ Created The Earth (Heb. 1:2; Col. 1:16; John 1:3, 10; 1 Cor. 

8:6) 

 

-“The solutions to life’s problems are always gospel solutions.” –Jeffrey 

R. Holland 

 

-True Evolution: We Are The Children Of God. Children Can Become 

Like Their Parents. 

 

–“Marriage between a man and a woman is ordained of God” The Church 

of Jesus Christ Of Latter-day Saints 

 

-“Spiritual impressions I’ve received about you lead me to believe that the 

term Millennial may actually be perfect for you.” Russell M. Nelson, 2016 

 

-The blessings obtained by sacrifice are greater than anything that is given 

up. (LDS.org) 

 

-Not Counting on The Big Bang Theory for my next math test. 

-“[Motherhood] is not something to do if you can squeeze the time in. It is 

what God gave you time for.” Neil Andersen 

 

–Life Is a 3 Act Play: Pre-Mortality, Mortality, Immortality 

 

– Life Is a 3 Act Play: 

1. Pre-Mortality [ Prepare] 

2. Mortality [ Sacrifice] 

3. Immortality [ Reward] 

 

–“Every man and woman that reaches to this unspeakable attainment 

(exaltation) will be as beautiful as the angels that surround the throne of 

God.” Brigham Young 

-Heaven Is Structured In Families D&C 130:2 
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-Temple Marriage: Not “Till Death Do You Part” The Perfection of 

Romance 

 

-“The ultimate purpose of every teaching, every activity in the Church is 

that parents and their children are happy at home, sealed in an eternal 

marriage, and linked to their generations.” Boyd K Packer 

 

-“No Other Success Can Compensate for Failure in the Home” David O. 

McKay 

 

-“Communism is Satan’s counterfeit for the gospel plan” Marion G. 

Romney 

 

– The Book of Mormon Settles Bible Debates 

–Who have talents but never use those divine endowments of talents 

become as though they never had talents. (Matt. 25:14-30) 

 

– Satan always has an excuse for wickedness, even the murder of God. 

 

-All the evil men put aside their differences in their common hatred of 

Jesus Christ and worked together to plot the murder of Jesus. 

 

-Jesus lived as a servant and was sold for the price of a slave. 

 

-Self condemning humility is better than self-gratifying pride. -Bruce R 

McConkie 

 

-We pray in the name of Christ for that is the name we took upon 

ourselves at baptism. 

 

-Having love in us is what makes us bold at the judgement bar of God. 

(Matt. 25:40) 

 

-The greater the obedience, the greater the love. (John 14:15) 
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-Friend of the World is an Enemy of God (James 4:4) 

 

-“ Jesus said unto her, I am the resurrection, and the life: he that believeth 

in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live: And whosoever liveth and 

believeth in me shall never die.” John 11:25-26 

 

-“Make no small plans, for they have no power to stir men’s souls.” 

Spencer W. Kimball 

 

-Live like a pagan, get a pagan’s reward. 

 

-Keep the B.Y. in B.Y.U. (keep Brigham Young in Brigham Young 

University) 

 

-The blessings obtained by sacrifice are greater than anything that is given 

up. (LDS.org) 

 

–-In the exact same way as how Father sent Christ, so did Christ send the 

Apostles. As Christ is in the Father, so are the Twelve Apostles in Christ, 

and the Saints are in the Twelve Apostles. Christ does as he sees the 

Father do. The Twelve Apostles do as they see Christ do. The Saints do as 

they see the Twelve Apostles do. -Bruce R McConkie 

 

-Even in our purest moment we can’t begin to pretend to understand the 

suffering of Christ. -Bruce R McConkie 

 

-Jesus asked those who came to arrest him whom they sought. They said 

Jesus of Nazareth. He said I am he. These men were affected by his 

presence in such a way that they, who faught criminals without fear, now 

fell to their backs with fear being in front of something so pure. -Bruce R 

McConkie 
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-We can hardly count the times Jesus says these rulers are hypocrites and 

liars only fit for the fires of Gahanna. -Bruce R McConkie 

 

-Gospel truth is taught by testimony. The spiritually alive believe, the 

spiritually sick question, and the spiritually dead deny and reject. -Bruce R 

McConkie 

 

-Guilt yields cowardice, and cowardice weakness. -Bruce R McConkie 

 

-The most plain and simple summary of Jesus’ teachings is in The Book of 

Mormon when Jesus teaches the people of ancient America as a 

resurrected being. -Bruce R McConkie 

 

-The Book of Mormon will be the means of gathering the Gentiles in the 

last days. It is the sign that the gathering has begun. (3 Ne. 21:7) 

 

-The Abrahamic Covenant is fulfilled in Eternal Marriage. 

 

-America with its constitution is to prepare the way for the Book of 

Mormon so that the Covenant of Abraham may be fulfilled. – Bruce R. 

McConkie 

 

-Prophets long prayed for the restoration of the Kingdom of God. The 

Book of Mormon coming forth is the sign that Kingdom is commenced 

again, and the gathering begun. (3 Ne. 21:7) 

 

-Who walk mournfully before the Lord will be greatly blessed more so 

than those who are proud. -Bruce R. McConkie 

 

-The Book of Mormon is the milk of the gospel; the sealed portion of the 

Book of Mormon which we don’t have because of our unbelief is the meat 

of the gospel. We must receive the milk before we can handle the meat. -

Bruce R. McConkie 
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-The church of a man has no power to resurrect the body or to create 

Celestial realms where the exhausted may dwell. Only the Church of 

Christ may do that. -Bruce R. McConkie 

 

-We can be as close to Christ as John was when he leaned on the breast of 

Christ at Passover, and that especially so during prayer. -Bruce R. 

McConkie 

 

-Those who think all of the gospel is figurative are no different than the 

Sadducees, they believed not angels, Christ, or in the afterlife. -Bruce R. 

McConkie 

 

-Christ’s greatest miracles were those of healing the spiritually wounded, 

of raising the spiritually dead to life. -Bruce R. McConkie 

 

-The test of mortality is to see if we will believe the truth as it is preached 

to us. Those who believe the truth are saved, those who believe a lie are 

damned. -Bruce R. McConkie 

 

-We can’t just believe; Christ commanded all to give reason to others for 

the reason of the hope that is in them. (1 Pet. 3:15) 

-There has been a famine for the word of God, now not so, all may come 

and drink. -Bruce R. McConkie, Apostle of The Church of Jesus Christ of 

Latter-day Saints 

 

-We call out as if in the wilderness to the people to come and be saved. 

Quench the thirst of your soul. -Bruce R. McConkie, Apostle of The 

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints 

 

-Our voice is one of joy gladness and melody; God has given again the 

fullness of the everlasting gospel, priesthood and keys, all things needed to 

save men. -Bruce R. McConkie, Apostle of The Church of Jesus Christ of 

Latter-day Saints 
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-Our witness is that the great God has called his servant Joseph Smith Jr. 

to begin the true Church of Christ in our day. -Bruce R. McConkie, 

Apostle of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints 

 

– The prototype is Christ. He is the standard of salvation. He is a saved 

being. He is saved because he is a just and holy being, and if he were 

anything other than what he is he would not be saved. If it were possible 

for him to change from what he is it would not be possible for him to be 

saved. To be unlike Christ is to be destroyed. Herein hinges the door of 

salvation. Christ carried his cross and died, and if called upon, we must do 

so as well. -Bruce R. McConkie, referencing Joseph Smith, Lectures on 

Faith 

 

-“And the King shall answer and say unto them, Verily I say unto you, 

Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye 

have done it unto me.” Matt. 25:40 

 

-Having love in us is what makes us bold at the judgement bar of God. 

(Matt. 25:40) 

 

- Don’t Be The Change – Be The Constant (This hearkens to the doctrine that 

God is unchanging, and refutes the popular idea that “change is the only 

constant) 

 

Slogan Topic: Last Days / Apocalypse 
 

Normal isn't Coming Back, Jesus Is 

In Gold We Trust: And the End is Near 

 

Mezuzah on Your Door 
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The Mezuzah is a small scroll or inscription with Deuteronomy 

6:4-9, which Jews put on door frames. Each person who goes in or out of 

the house is to kiss their hand and touch it on their way. You might put a 

higher one for adults and a lower one for children. Some put them on each 

doorway of the house, but at least the front door. The children were drilled 

this scripture to memorize it from a very early age. It’s theme is that we 

are a religious people. Here is the scripture:  

"4 Hear, O Israel: the LORD our God, the LORD is one. 

5 And thou shalt love the LORD thy God with all thy heart, and with all 

thy soul, and with all thy might.  

6 And these words, which I command thee this day, shall be upon thy 

heart; 

7 and thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy children, and shalt talk of 

them when thou sittest in thy house, and when thou walkest by the way, 

and when thou liest down, and when thou risest up. 

8 And thou shalt bind them for a sign upon thy hand, and they shall be for 

frontlets between thine eyes. 

9 And thou shalt write them upon the door-posts of thy house, and upon 

thy gates." 

 

 

 

 

Slogans Topic: Art, Recreation, & Media 

 

-Because of Television we live inside the great and spacious building. -

Boyd K Packer 

 

-Chose Media Wisely: Participation –> Emulation 
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Baal Is Life 

–“Ball Is Life” = “Baal Is Life” 

 

-If “Ball Is Life”, what is afterlife? 

 

-“Ball Is Life” except on Sundays 

 

-Television: Roman Colosseum Alive and Well 

 

-TV: 21st century Colosseum 

 

-MTV’s Logo: Snake & Apple in Eden… 

 

-“I believe the entertainment industry cannot portray on film people 

gunned down in cold blood, in living color, and not have it affect the 

attitudes and thoughts of some of the people who see it. … I believe that 

the desensitizing effect of such media abuses on the hearts and souls of 

those who are exposed to them results in a partial fulfillment of the 

Savior’s statement that ‘because iniquity shall abound, the love of many 

shall wax cold.’” – Russel M Ballard Ensign, “It’s “Only” Violence”; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Slogans Topic: Government & Conspiracy 
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Smokey Bear "only you can prevent socialism"  

 

In gold we trust (and you wonder why the apocalypse is coming / here comes 

the apocalypse)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Government big enough give all want take all have Thomas Jefferson (get 

exact quote) 

 

I'll share the wealth if you'll share the work 
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Don’t Distribute Wealth, Create It 

 

"It would be just as bad for the government to control schools as it would 

to control churches" 

a founding father (get exact quote) 

 

"The constitution of the united states will fail because the people are not 

righteous enough"  

(a founding father, not sure which) 

 

-ConstitutionParty.com 

 

– WorldAffairsBrief.com 

 

-“I have sworn upon the altar of god eternal hostility against every form of 

tyranny over the mind of man” Thomas Jefferson 

 

-“In the beginning of a change the patriot is a scarce man, and brave, and 

hated and scorned. When his cause succeeds, the timid join him, for then it 

costs nothing to be a patriot” Mark Twain 

 

-“Communism is Satan’s counterfeit for the gospel plan” Marion G. 

Romney 

 

 

 

 

 

Slogans Topic: Psychology 

 

Jesus is My Therapist 

I Used to Care, Now I Take a Pill for That  
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Big Pharma, My Lord & Savior 

Psychology Major: Should’ve Just Read Jordan Peterson 

Psychology Major: Should’ve Just Read the Bible  

Misbehaved Child Old School: Training. Misbehaved Child Today: 

Medication.  

If Only I’d Read Jane Austen Sooner 

Teacher Wants Me to Take Ritalin. No Time for That.  

America: Land of the Medicated Children 

Sex Drugs Rock’N’Roll, Now What? Repent 

“The study of the doctrines of the gospel will improve behavior quicker than a 

study of behavior will improve behavior.” Boyd K Packer ([“Little 

Children,” Ensign, November 1986, 17]) 

 

7 Letter Slogans for License Plates (pending) 

 

It costs a bit to get a license plate with something you want on it, but well 

worth it! Here are some ideas. 

 

Religion & Science:  

- 

Health & Nutrition:  

- 

Religion & Restoration: 

- 

Arts & Recreation: 
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- 

 

Government: 

- 
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